Introduction
============

The introduction of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) screening into routine clinical practice several decades ago has led to more biopsies and increased detection of prostate cancer \[[@b1-usg-19036]\]. Traditionally, prostate cancer is detected with PSA screening, digital rectal examination (DRE), and systematic ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy (US-PB) \[[@b2-usg-19036]-[@b4-usg-19036]\]. This approach is associated with the increased detection of earlier-stage prostate cancers with lower Gleason scores. The use of US-PB has been criticized for leading to the overdiagnosis of low-risk prostate cancer and the underdiagnosis of clinically significant prostate cancer (csPCa) \[[@b5-usg-19036]-[@b7-usg-19036]\].

More recently, multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) has become an important method for the detection of localized prostate cancer. Ultrasound combined with mpMRI in a fusion technique for prostate biopsy (MRI-PB), which merges previously captured mpMRI images with live transrectal ultrasound images, is a promising method for the detection of csPCa \[[@b6-usg-19036]-[@b9-usg-19036]\]. MRI-PB has proven to be effective for accurately targeting lesions in prostate areas that are traditionally missed or hard to reach with US-PB, such as the anterior prostate, transition zone, distal apical region, and posterior subcapsular region. In addition, many studies have shown that MRI-PB is superior to US-PB in terms of adverse event-associated morbidity \[[@b8-usg-19036],[@b9-usg-19036]\]. Although professional guidelines currently recommend MRI-PB, its implementation as a primary methodology is still under assessment. Most patients still undergo US-PB, even in centers where both techniques are available.

The purpose of this study was to retrospectively assess US-PB and MRI-PB in men undergoing primary and repeated biopsies to compare the cancer detection rate (CDR) of csPCa. The relationship between the number of previous biopsies undergone by the patient and the CDR was also analyzed. Additionally, we assessed the correlation between the CDR and the results of the Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) version 2 (V2) scoring system.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Patient Population
------------------

This was a single-center study based on routine clinical practice. The examined patients included those at their first prostate check and those with previous negative prostate biopsies. Patients' risk of prostate cancer was assessed by PSA level and/or DRE. The study protocol was approved by our institutional board review committee, and informed consent was obtained from all patients. Between April 2015 and April 2019 (the study period), a total of 2,500 patients at our urology outpatient clinic with a PSA level \>4.0 ng/dL and/or abnormal DRE underwent US-PB or MRI-PB. The patient selection process is shown in [Fig. 1](#f1-usg-19036){ref-type="fig"}. Patients presenting with metastatic disease and symptoms of locally advanced disease were excluded. Patients under active surveillance who had already been diagnosed with low-grade cancer were also excluded. There were 2,200 patients in the final study population. We divided the population into two non-randomized groups: 1,021 patients underwent standard, laterally directed, random US-PB, while the remaining 1,179 patients underwent MRI-PB. A total of 485 men with no suspicious target lesion shown on mpMRI underwent US-PB.

mpMRI
-----

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed using the following 3-T magnetic resonance imagers: Skyra (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany), Achieva and Ingenia CX (Philips Medical System, Best, Netherlands), and the 750W Architect (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with a multichannel phased array body surface coil. An intramuscular injection of 1 mg of glucagon was administered to suppress bowel peristalsis. The MRI protocol included T2-weighted fast spin-echo sequences (repetition time \[TR\], 4,500 msec; echo time \[TE\] 110 msec; thickness, 3 mm; and matrix, 352×352) in the axial, sagittal, and coronal planes, as well as diffusion-weighted sequences (slice thickness, 3 mm; TR, 3,100 msec; TE, 102 msec; and exponential b-values of 0, 500, and 1,000 sec/mm^2^). Dynamic contrast-enhanced sequences were obtained with a gradient echo T1-weighted sequence in the axial plane (TR, 3 msec; TE, 2 msec; thickness, 3 mm; time resolution, 12 sections/3 sec; and matrix, 320×192).

Prostate Biopsy
---------------

The decision to assess the patient using US-PB or MRI-PB was made by the patient's urologist according to the clinical situation or cost considerations. US-PB was performed using a transrectal ultrasound system (EPIQ 7, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands), and MRI-PB was performed using an office-based platform (UroNav, Philips/In Vivo Corp., Gainesville, FL, USA). MRI-PB involves a series of steps. The prostate gland is first outlined through axial T2-weighted images to set three key points: the base, apex, and rear portions of the prostate. This process allows the software to create a three-dimensional model of the gland on which the operator can mark areas that represent target lesions previously identified by mpMRI. Once this is completed, the fusion process between MRI and ultrasonography (US) images takes place.

Patients who had a suspicious target lesion identified on mpMRI underwent target and systematic biopsy in the same session. Lesions identified on mpMRI were interpreted using the PI-RADS V2 scoring system (1, clinically significant cancer highly unlikely; 2, clinically significant cancer unlikely; 3, clinically significant cancer equivocal; 4, clinically significant cancer likely; and 5, clinically significant cancer highly likely). Lesions with scores ≥2 were defined as suspicious target lesions. In cases with a single lesion, two targeted core biopsy specimens were taken, and in cases with two suspicious target lesions, one core biopsy from each lesion was obtained. If more than two target lesions were identified on mpMRI, one core biopsy was obtained from each of the two lesions with the highest PI-RADS V2 scores. Review of the mpMRI images was performed by one of three radiologists with 8-12 years of experience in using prostate mpMRI to identify suspicious target lesions in the prostate gland.

An 18×25-cm spring-loaded core needle biopsy instrument (TSK-Core) was used to obtain biopsy specimens in both groups. For each patient, US-PB and MRI-PB were performed by the same faculty radiologist with expertise in prostate biopsy.

Histopathology
--------------

Each biopsy core was labeled, processed, and examined separately by an experienced uropathologist who was blinded to the mpMRI results. The criteria for csPCa were defined according to Epstein et al. \[[@b10-usg-19036]\] and included either a biopsy specimen with Gleason score (GS) \>6 and 50% involvement of prostate cancer per core or prostate cancer detected in more than two cores.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

To compare variables between the two patient groups, the 2-tailed *t* test was performed with a 5% type I error. The Welch 2-sample *t* test was used to verify differences in the groups. Univariate regression analysis of the risk factors for an elevated GS (age, PSA, DRE, prostatic volume measured by transrectal ultrasound biopsy \[with the ellipsoid formula=anteroposterior diameter×transverse diameter×sagittal diameter×π/6\], number of previous negative US-guided biopsies, and PI-RADS V2 score for target lesions) was performed, and a P-value less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results
=======

We stratified the total study population (2,200 patients) by PI-RADS V2 score and by the number of previous biopsies. There were 152 patients with a PI-RADS V2 score of 2, 300 patients with a score of 3, 205 patients with a score of 4, and 37 patients with a score of 5. In the US-PB group, there were 810 patients at primary biopsy, 111 patients with one previous negative biopsy, 66 patients with two previous negative biopsies, and 34 patients with three or more previous negative biopsies. In the MRI-PB group, there were 958 patients at primary biopsy, 132 patients with one previous negative biopsy, 61 patients with two previous negative biopsies, and 28 patients with three or more previous negative biopsies. The characteristics of the population are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-usg-19036){ref-type="table"}.

The overall CDR was 23.8% (243 patients) in the US-PB group and 31.3% (399 patients) in the MRI-PB group. csPCa was detected in 225 patients (22.0%) in the US-PB group and in 374 patients (31.7%) in the MRI-PB group. Among patients in the MRI-PB group without a suspicious target lesion, 66 patients (13.6%) were diagnosed by US-PB only, and csPCa was detected in 60 of these patients (12.3%). With regard to the PI-RADS V2 score, the CDR was 7.6% (25 patients), 24.0% (80 patients), 58.2% (194 patients), and 10.2% (34 patients) among those with scores of 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

The CDR by number of previous biopsies was 68.7% (167 patients) in US-PB patients and 83.4% (278 patients) in MRI-PB patients at primary biopsy, 17.6% (43 patients) in US-PB patients and 13.2% (44 patients) in MRI-PB patients with one previous negative biopsy, 11.1% (27 patients) in US-PB patients and 2.7% (9 patients) in MRI-PB patients with two previous negative biopsies, and 2.6% (6 patients) in US-PB patients and 0.7% (2 patients) in MRI-PB patients with three or more previous negative biopsies. Among patients in the MRI-PB group without a suspicious target lesion, the overall CDR was 72.7% (48 patients) at primary biopsy, 18.1% (12 patients) in patients with one previous negative biopsy, 7.5% (5 patients) in patients with two previous negative biopsies, and 1.7% (1 patient) among those with three or more previous negative biopsies. The distribution of GS at biopsy in relation to PI-RADS V2 score and the number of previous biopsies is specified in [Table 2](#t2-usg-19036){ref-type="table"}.

Patients with csPCa in the MRI-PB group had the following distribution of PI-RADS V2 scores: 10 patients (40%) with a score of 2, 50 patients (62.5%) with a score of 3, 184 patients (94.8%) with a score of 4, and 32 patients (94.1%) with a score of 5 (P\<0.05).

Furthermore, 155 patients with csPCa (91.7%) in the US-PB group and 308 patients (94.4%) in the MRI-PB group were diagnosed at primary biopsy (P\<0.05). Additionally, there were 263 patients (94.6%) in the MRI-PB group and 45 patients (93.7%) in the MRI-PB group without a suspicious target lesion.

In the univariate analysis, PI-RADS V2 score was the best predictor of an elevated GS and showed a significant correlation (Pearson's coefficient, P\<0.05) (ß for a PI-RADS score of 4, 0.82; ß for a PI-RADS score of 5, 1).

Discussion
==========

The management of prostate biopsy in men with clinical suspicion of prostate cancer has changed in recent years. Over the past 10 years, the widespread use of PSA as a screening test has led to an increased number of prostate cancer diagnoses, resulting in the possibility of overtreatment. In the past few years, research has focused on developing more accurate imaging techniques to overcome the practical limitations of PSA screening \[[@b11-usg-19036]-[@b13-usg-19036]\]. To implement proper treatment, extensive efforts have been made to identify csPCa. Several recent studies showed that mpMRI combined with MRI-PB is a promising method for the detection of prostate cancer, particularly for csPCa. Despite these promising results, European Association of Urology guidelines recommend mpMRI only for patients with suspected prostate cancer (grade B) who have a previous negative prostate biopsy \[[@b14-usg-19036]-[@b16-usg-19036]\].

This study demonstrates that MRI-PB has the potential to improve the detection of prostate cancer and clinical outcomes by accelerating the understanding of how MRI-PB can be incorporated successfully into routine clinical practice. Across the two groups (US-PB vs. MRI-PB with a suspicious target lesion), the CDR was 23.8% and 47.9%, respectively, and csPCa was detected at similar rates (22.0% in the US-PB group and 45.1% in the MRI-PB group). A high rate of csPCa was detected in the MRI-PB group with a suspicious target lesion. We believe that mpMRI followed by MRI-PB has meaningful advantages in terms of overall CDR, particularly with regard to the csPCa detection rate.

As expected, the two groups were not comparable and may have not had the same risk of prostate cancer. When both biopsy techniques are available, younger patients with a previous history of negative biopsy, a higher PSA, and larger prostate volume are more likely to be advised to undergo MRI-PB. Specifically, in the present study, 485 patients without a suspicious target lesion were included in the MRI-PB group and underwent only US-PB. These patients were analyzed separately to prevent induced selection bias, as they had a similar risk of prostate cancer as patients in the US-PB group.

The MRI-PB-only group can be considered a very select population, as these patients were previously screened by mpMRI and only those with a PI-RADS V2 score were included. The mean PI-RADS V2 score in the MRI-PB group was 3.15. For a homogeneous population, such as that observed in clinical practice, our data appear to confirm the previously reported results that a higher PI-RADS V2 score correlates with the likelihood of detected csPCa \[[@b15-usg-19036]-[@b17-usg-19036]\].

MRI-PB was mainly performed in patients who had at least one previous negative biopsy and whom we suspected to have an anteriorly located csPCa or cancer focus inside a large volume of benign prostatic hyperplasia. Our results showed that the noteworthy improvement in CDR for the MRI-PB group may not apply to patients with \>2 previous negative biopsies. Moreover, the results showed no difference in detection rate in patients with \>2 previous negative biopsies between the US-PB group and the MRI-PB group. Similar to our results, previous studies have concluded that the utility of MRI-PB is limited both in biopsy-naïve patients and those with one previous negative biopsy \[[@b17-usg-19036]-[@b21-usg-19036]\].

Limitations of this study include the potential for selection bias, given that it was a single-center study with a limited population; this raises the question of whether the results are reproducible at other centers. However, we believe that the consecutive nature of our cohort minimizes the possibility of bias to an extent, as patients were largely referred based on community screening practices. The mpMRI interpretation was performed by experienced radiologists, and it is well known that radiologists can have differing interpretations of PI-RADS V2 scores. However, the increasing popularity of mpMRI and improved consensus between radiologists may lead to greater uniformity of image interpretation in the future. Additionally, our conclusions regarding cancer detection were based purely on biopsy results and were not validated by prostatectomy findings. Disease risk in our study was defined based on risk stratification methods derived from biopsy results. Furthermore, our study is limited by the lack of systematic histological confirmation of the information obtained by prostate biopsy (most notably in the case of negative biopsies), with false-negative results being impossible to assess. Despite this, we believe these methods offer the best means to assess risk in the context of biopsies.

In conclusion, MRI-PB showed a high CDR for csPCa. Moreover, MRI-PB may be a reasonable approach for patients with high PI-RADS V2 scores at primary biopsy.
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![Flowchart of patient selection process.\
PSA, prostate-specific antigen; DRE, digital rectal examination; US-PB, systematic ultrasoundguided prostate biopsy; MRI-PB, multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI)-ultrasound fusion prostate biopsy.](usg-19036f1){#f1-usg-19036}

###### 

Characteristics of the population

  Variable                            US-PB (n=1,021)    MRI-PB (n=1,179)
  ----------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------
  Age (yr)                            75.2 (55.5-85.7)   69.3 (56.7-90.5)
  PSA (ng/dL)                         10.7 (5.0-20.4)    7.2 (5.6-24.8)
  Prostate volume (mL)                41.5 (26.5-62.4)   55.7 (30.6-56.9)
  DRE                                                    
   Normal                             532                500
   Abnormal                           489                679
  No. of target lesions per patient   NA                 2 (1-3)
  Cancer core length (mm)                                
   Systematic biopsy                  8.5 (6.5-10.7)     9.2 (6.3-11.3)
   Target biopsy                      NA                 12.0 (9.2-12.9)

Values are presented as median (interquartile range) or mean.

US-PB, systematic ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy; MRI-PB, multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging-ultrasound fusion prostate biopsy; PSA, prostatespecific antigen; DRE, digital rectal examination; NA, not applicable.

###### 

Cancer detection rate and Gleason pattern in correlation to the number of previous biopsies and PI-RADS V2 score

  Biopsy result                                                      No. of patients   Cancer detection rate   Gleason score 6   Gleason score 7   Gleason score 8-10
  ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------- ----------------------- ----------------- ----------------- --------------------
  US-PB                                                              1,021             243 (23.8)              18 (7.5)          162 (66.6)        63 (25.9)
  MRI-PB                                                             694               333 (47.9)              20 (6.1)          173 (51.9)        140 (42.0)
  MRI-PB (no target lesion)                                          485               66 (13.6)               5 (7.7)           37 (56.0)         24 (36.3)
  Cancer detection rate in relation to number of previous biopsies                                                                                 
   US-PB                                                                                                                                           
    Primary biopsy                                                   810               167 (68.7)              12 (66.7)         108 (66.6)        47 (74.6)
    1                                                                111               43 (17.6)               2 (11.1)          31 (19.1)         10 (15.8)
    2                                                                66                27 (11.1)               2 (11.1)          20 (12.3)         5 (7.9)
    3 or more                                                        34                6 (2.6)                 2 (11.1)          3 (2.0)           1 (1.7)
   MRI-PB                                                                                                                                          
    Primary biopsy                                                   632               278 (83.4)              15 (75.0)         143 (82.6)        120 (85.7)
    1                                                                89                44 (13.2)               5 (25.0)          23 (13.2)         16 (11.4)
    2                                                                39                9 (2.7)                 0                 5 (2.8)           4 (2.9)
    3 or more                                                        18                2 (0.7)                 0                 2 (1.4)           0
   MRI-PB (no target lesion)                                                                                                                       
    Primary biopsy                                                   326               48 (72.7)               3 (60.0)          25 (67.5)         20 (83.3)
    1                                                                43                12 (18.1)               1 (20.0)          8 (21.6)          3 (12.5)
    2                                                                22                5 (7.5)                 1 (20.0)          3 (8.1)           1 (4.2)
    3 or more                                                        10                1 (1.7)                 0                 1 (2.8)           0
   Cancer detection rate in relation to PI-RADS V2 score                                                                                           
    2                                                                152               25 (7.6)                15 (60.0)         8 (32.0)          2 (8.0)
    3                                                                300               80 (24.0)               30 (37.5)         37 (46.2)         13 (16.3)
    4                                                                205               194 (58.2)              10 (5.2)          79 (40.7)         105 (54.1)
    5                                                                37                34 (10.2)               2 (8.8)           12 (32.4)         20 (58.8)

Values are presented as number (%).

PI-RADS V2, Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System version 2; US-PB, systematic ultrasound-guided prostate biopsy; MRI-PB, multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging-ultrasound fusion prostate biopsy.
